
10/06/20 

 

Dear Diary, 

Firstly, I had a relaxing massage and then I changed into my ironed biking clothes.I went 
downstairs and met my team in the food hall to have beans on toast for breakfast.Our team 
organiser gave us a motivational speech and told us some tactics.As a team,we came up 
with the plan for today.The bike technician came and checked my bike to see if it was 
equipped for the day,which it was.We drove to the starting line where we stretched for the 
race ahead.  

 

I got on my bike and was in the distance in a matter of seconds. The views were 
breathtaking but I had to keep my eyes on the road. The wind whipped at my hair. Stage 8 
was off to a great start. 

 I was at the front when I fell  thankfully,  it was near the end of the race.I grimaced the rest 
of the way but still finished the race.Even though I fell, I came 7th (my worst place)I hit my 
thigh quite badly on the rock hard pavement. My thigh is throbbing from the pain still. I got 
taken to the doctor straight after the race.It's a reasonable place, I guess but I feel like I let 
my team down. This is my worst place yet, but not the worst in the group. Lyla fell and came 
last in stage 2- not judging her as she came 1st in this stage, stage 8! I got given an ice bath 
at the end of the race-positive! 

 

I am really missing my sisters,brothers and dad even though we call every night. They give 
me the motivation to bike every day. So far, my favourite stage was stage 6 as that was my 
best score, 1st place however this one must be the worst as I really hurt my thigh.I love the 
race even though it is very hardworking. I hope tomorrow I have recovered and am ready to 
be on the bike. I am really nervous as I do not want to fall off again. I am scared but will 
persevere for my team and my family. It is definetly too late to go back now. I need some 
sleep. Goodnight. 

 

Cat Veeko. 

Team Captain 


